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ABSTRACT

It is well-known that additive manufacturing (AM) has played a significant role in Industry 4.0. Along with more and more AM

processes are applied in digital manufacturing systems, the issue of energy consumption of AM system attracts increasing attention.

However, the AM energy consumption is related to many processing attributes depending on different working principles of AM

system. The purpose of this research is to predict the AM system energy consumption based on integrating and analysing multi-

source data collected from the entire AM system, such as the data of production operation, working environment, and product

design. This research incorporates Internet of Things (IoT), clustering, and deep learning techniques, and aims to facilitate control

system, production operations, and product designs by exploiting energy consumption prediction and information.

• Energy consumption is a crucial part of industrial sustainability. Reducing

the energy consumption of AM systems has become an important topic

in the age of digital manufacturing.

• Funded by some leading industrial companies and local government,

many factories were constructed to house hundreds of AM machines.

Because of this amount of machines and high production yield, the AM

process, compared to other popular manufacturing processes, is defined

as a low energy efficiency system.

• In the current AM processes context, many process and environmental

factors, such as parameter setting, material condition and types of

products, impact the energy consumption, which can be represented as

various types of data.

• Under this multi-source data environment, understanding these

complicated datasets, and reducing the energy consumption of AM

process cannot only facilitate control system, production operations and

product designs of AM system depending on different data resource but

also maintain the AM process being sustainable.
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Research Motivation

1. How could more data be collected through entire AM process from 

various data sources?

2. Under the multi-source data context, is there an approach can integrate 

and analyse this comprehensive datasets from various sources?

3. Is the energy prediction performance of integrated multi-source

datasets better than the single source datasets?

4. Which algorithm can yield the best AM energy consumption prediction 

accuracy by using the integrated multi-source datasets?

Research Questions

Work to Date

Conclusions and Future Work

• From the right table, the results obtained from

MNN is generally better than results of other

models.

• With multi-source datasets, MNN can predict

AM energy consumption more accurately than

using single resource datasets.

• The traditional machine learning models also

show better results when multi-source

datasets are used, compared to using single

resource datasets.

Validation
Prediction algorithms

LR k-NN DT MNN

Single resource 

datasets

MCC 0.532 0.53 0.316 0.753

RMSE (W*h/g) 64.258 61.895 99.584 52.955

Multi-resource 

datasets

MCC 0.607 0.540 0.690 0.803

RMSE (W*h/g) 115.056 44.168 43.581 25.46

• This research concerns how to collect the data

through the entire AM process by applying IoT.

Explicitly, the extra wireless connected IoT

platform has been deployed.

• Four datasets which are production operation

setting dataset, material condition dataset,

working environment dataset, and production

design dataset, are mainly collected from three

different data collection targets, machine logs,

IoT platform, product design model.

* LR: Linear Regression; k-NN: k-Nearest Neighbors; DT: Decision Tree; MCC: Model Correlation Coefficient; RMSE: Root-Mean-Square-Error

• These four datasets are categorised into two levelled

databases which are the layer-level database, the build-level

database, which cannot simply be combined together.

• Integrating and analysing two levelled databases, a hybrid

approach that is based on the clustering and the merged neural

network (MNN) techniques is applied.

• The layer-level data is clustered to discover the eigenvalues,

which is one input part. The build-level data is the other input of

the MNN.

• In this research, a hybrid approach is proposed, integrating multi-sourced data for predicting the energy consumption of the AM process, which incorporates

IoT, clustering and deep learning techniques.

• A case study was demonstrated to justify the approach, which an SLS system was focused as the target AM process, and three traditional machine learning

methods (LR, k-NN, and DT) are applied as the benchmark algorithms.

• For the next step of this research, the product design information will be focused on, which usually is overlooked because of its complexity and stochasticity.


